




goals

PROVIDE an engaging and welcoming
     atmophere to ease patient anxiety.

CULTIVATE positive employee mentality.

EXECUTE a clear path of circulation.

 Fiori Pediatrics is a children’s health care center offering a complete range of pediatric care in Seattle, Washington. The design for the center is inspired by 

the intricate glass sculptures designed by Dale Chihuly and his museum located in downtown Seattle. Chihuly uses form and color to capture the imagination of 

others and challenges the conventional ideas of function and beauty. The unique aspect of glass blowing and his designs spark curiosity in those of all ages. The 

organic shapes and bold colors in his exhibit, Fiori, resemble the exhuberant and ambitious nature of children while also being delicate in form. With this in mind, 

the atmosphere will be inviting to kids and parents alike through whimsical  architectural details, a warm color scheme, and an interactive waitingdelicamaTj aTje thr Tdprop -2levele usnd t635.44 Lastly,e intricanvitus scheme2 4408s, a color



criteria matrix adjacency diagram color-coded floorplan

Color: Cool colors are beneficial to patients with anxiety. 
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HALLWAY PERSPECTIVE

RECEPTION/WAITING AREA PERSPECTIVE
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 The floorplan of Fiori Pediatrics has a path of travel which allows patients and visitors to navigate through the space with ease. Along with a clear path 
of circulation, color coded doorframes provide as a means of wayfinding to direct patients to the correct location. The nurse’s station is centrally located in 
order for the nurses to access the waiting room and exam rooms. Patient areas are separate from the staff areas to ensure the safety of patients. Staff areas 
are located near a secondary exit at the rear of the building to allow them to come and go without adding congestion to the waiting areas.
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